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ABSTRACT 

 Geosciences has intense relationship with mathematical science and a new interdisciplinary 
subject of “mathematical geology” has emerged. In the present scenario, advance geological studies are 
mostly aided by the mathematical tools. Applications of mathematics in geology are varied viz. in 
structural analyses, river flow dynamics, hydro geological modeling, petrogenetic & geochemical 
modeling, earthquake studies, landslide studies etc. Most of the geological software’s are based on 
advanced mathematical principles. 

 The role of mathematics in the study of “petrology and geochemistry” is a classic example of 
mathematical geology. Petrology of rocks consists of hand specimen study as well as thin section study, 
whereas the geochemistry involves the complex analyses of the geochemical data of major, trace and 
Rare Earth elements (REE). At every stage, mathematical applications play a key role. 

 Firstly, in the thin section study of rocks, “modal analyses” is carried out with the help of “swift 
point counter” that gives the percentile composition of constituent minerals in a particular rock.  Further 
the norm calculations are carried out on the basis of oxide data of the rock. All the norm calculation 
methods viz. CIPW and Rittman norms are based on the complex mathematical calculations, using a 
standard set of formulae. 

 At the classification stage, “TAS Diagram” (Total Alkali Silica), AFM, ACF & AKF diagrams and 
other discrimination diagrams, are based on mathematical calculations. On the basis of various 
mathematical computational patterns, many a numbers of classification systems have been derived. For 
example the mafic dykes of the Southern Bastar Region, Chattisgarh, have been classified in 27 systems. 

 The most important application of mathematics is reflected in the “petrogenetic modeling” of 
these rocks. These standard models are bases on the complex mathematical equations derived through 
integral & differential calculus, functional equations and logarithmic calculations. All these calculations 
are based on the trace element geochemistry of mostly incompatible elements. These “petro genetic 
models” are the only tool to derive the type and degree of melting of mantle source (magma) from 
which the present rocks are derived.  Without these petrogenetic models, it is not possible to reveal the 
geochemistry of the rocks beneath the earth crust.   

 The modern petrological and geochemical studies are just incomplete without mathematical 
applications of Statistics, Calculus, Algebra and geometry. With more and more application of software’s 
in geology, mathematics has become an integral part of geosciences.    


